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Application
The hand diaphragm pump can be used Íor purpose and on|y in the way
as determined in the service instructions.
These pumps are intended for explosion hazardarea, zone 1, as classified
in the standard cSN 33 2320 (an area containing gases and Íumes of | |

A or | | B explosibility category according to CSN EN 60 079 - 1 0).
These pumps can be used for pumping ÍolIowing Iiquids onIy:dieseI
Íue|, petro|, Íurnace oi|' motor oi|, oi|y water, sIight|y contaminated
warer.

They are intended Íor hand emptying oÍ drums, Íor Iiquid dosing in
stocks as we|| as Íor refueIling oÍ heavy.duty mining, buiIding' Íorest
and agricultural machines.
They are advantageous Íor handIing c|ean and service water up to max.
fomnorefttrp Rooí]

Design
The pump is oÍ simpIe design consisting oÍ Íront and rear bodies, a

diaphragm and hand lever. Moving the pump lever in the direction f rom
the pump body, certain volume of liquid is sucked in; this liquid is
displaced out of the pump with lever counter-motion. Quantity of
transferred Iiquid is direct|y proportionaI to Írequency oÍ foregoing
motion.
At operation, the pump shou|d be attached Íirm|y on the drum or tank
cover or on the wall respectively.

Position numbering according to DIN 24250
019 - support 901,2 - bott M6x65020 diaphragm 901 3 - bott M6x45
100.1 - Írom body 901 4 - bo|t M5x10

Materials
Basic parts of the hand pump are made of following materials:
Íront and rear bodies - aIuminium
lever and support - aluminium
diaphragm oil-resistive rubber

Technical data

We reserve the right to a|ter texts, technica| speciÍication
and illustrations without orior notice.

Quantitv oÍ pumped |iquid Q (|.mini 25-30
Suction head n 7

Max. density (g/cm3 11

Max. discharge head (m 20

Pump weight (kS 28
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